Intraocular pressure management with transpalpebral tonometry

Transpalpebral tonometri ile göz içi basıncı ölçülmesi
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Abstract

Applanation tonometry is the method of measuring intraocular pressure (IOP) with instruments the corneal surface. The Goldmann applanation tonometer (GAT) is regarded as the “gold standard” of measuring IOP. An irregular and opaque corneal surface compromises IOP measurement by Goldmann applanation tonometry. In such cases accurate measurement without corneal contact would be applicable. The transpalpebral tonometer is a new method and measures IOP without corneal contact through the eyelid.
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Introduction

Glaucoma is a neurodegenerative disease that may causes legal blindness worldwide. The assessment of intraocular pressure (IOP) could lead to significantly earlier diagnosis of glaucoma patients. Elevated intraocular pressure is the only controllable risk factor [1]. Thus evaluation of intraocular pressure is very important in glaucoma patients.

The Diaton tonometer is a portable, transpalpebral tonometry device, and measures the IOP without contact with the cornea, fluorescein staining and local anesthesia (Figure 1.) It is an improved version of the TGDc-01 tonometer. The acoustic sensor of vertical position and new software of automatic intraocular pressure average value evaluation from a series of measurements are introduced into the Diaton tonometer as updates from TGDc-01. Additionally, the tonometer tip of Diaton is to be placed as close to the ciliary edge as possible [2, 3].
Figure 1. The transpalpebral tonometer Diaton.

The transpalpebral tonometer may be effective in the presence of conjunctival or corneal disease, following corneal surgery, in bedridden patients, in children and in contact lens-wears [2]. The patient is in a recumbent position, with the glance line being oriented at an angle of approximately 45° to the horizontal. The observer stands behind the patient and pulls up the upper eyelid with his/her free hand, so that the lid margin can touch the limbus, and places the tonometer’s tip perpendicular onto the cartilaginous part of the eyelid, where it is about 2 mm behind the lid margin of the upper eyelid; the tip should be parallel to the lid margin. When the tip of the tonometer touches the eyelid, the measurement (falling of the rod) automatically starts (Figure 2). This kind of tonometer is easy to use and cause no pain to patients [4-6].

Figure 2. Diaton tonometer in use with the patient in sitting position.
In our recent study, we aimed to examine the effects of central corneal thickness on the measures obtained from transpalpebral tonometry (Diaton), and to identify correlations between intraocular pressure (IOP) measurements with Diaton and the Goldmann applanation tonometer (GAT), we have shown that the mean Diaton tonometer readings were lower than C-GAT measurements. Furthermore, the Diaton measurements show moderate correlation with those provided by application tonometry and Diaton tonometer seems to be more affected by the corneal thickness, especially in the thinnest corneas [3]. In another study by Doherty et al. [2] two hundred and fifty right eyes underwent both Goldmann application tonometry and Diaton tonometry. Mean intraocular pressure was 13.8±3.6 mmHg using Goldmann application tonometry and 13.2±4.3 mmHg using the transpalpebral tonometry. Upper and lower limits of agreement were +8.4 mmHg and -9.6 mmHg, respectively. The transpalpebral measurements show poor agreement with those provided by Goldmann application tonometry. Other possible causes of errors are as follows: deviation of the Diaton tonometer from the exact vertical position [1], physical or pathological alteration of scleral rigidity and elasticity [4], the exact location of the tonometer tip [7], and/or central cornea and lid thicknesses [3].

In summary the transpalpebral tonometer is a portable, lightweight device which measures intraocular pressure (IOP) through the upper eyelid. The IOP measurements obtained with the transpalpebral tonometer generally correlate moderate to poor with those offered by Goldmann application tonometry. Therefore the transpalpebral tonometer seems to be a better choice for tonometry in patients with in awake children than palpation of intraocular pressure. The transpalpebral tonometer might be an alternative choice for tonometry in patients with corneal disease or pathology.
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